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Battery and power supply not included.
For ICC function cells should be soldered side-by-side (saddle pack)

Features:
- Individual Cell Charging and Discharging
- For NiCd and NiMH batteries (Lipo prepared)
- Ultra linear charge current
- 3-phase step charging
- Individual temperature probe for each cell
- Motor run-in function (also for powering commutator lathe, etc.)
- Internal battery locking system with lever
- PC connection
- Firmware user updateable with optional PC interface
- External output for motor check/run-in, transmitter and stick pack  charging, etc.
- Large crystal blue backlight LCD display
- 'Spinclick' user interface: easy rotate and click through menu structure
- Multi-tasking: charging and motor run-in at the same time
- High-speed internal cooling fan
- Works with any regular 12 to 14 V power supply

The ICC is the worlds first and only charger that is capable of 
charging each cell individually. Every cell in a pack has its 
own delta-peak and temperature cut-off charging 
system. It is like having 6 chargers in one!

As cells are only matched on discharge time,
and not on charge time, there can be quite 
some difference in how much time it takes 
to properly charge a cell. With the I.C.C. you can 
be sure each cell will perform at its best.

Let the ICC lift your racing to a higher level. No more
over- or undercharging of cells, always maximum performance!

Order codes:
- Spintec RC02: ICC charger
- Spintec RC03: ICC PC Interface

Technical specifications:
- Charge current of 0.1 A to 10 A
- Individual cell discharge function for ICC tray of 0.1 A to 10 A

 batteries with 4 and 6 cells in the ICC tray
- Charges batteries with 4 to 8 cells on the external output
- Dimensions: 205 x 235 x 60 mm (without wires)
- Weight: 1825 grams

- Charges and discharges

Soon to be released updates (free download):
- Lipo compatibility
- Data memory
- PC data logging
- Many more interesting functions...
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